I show that a consequence of Correspondence Theory in Optimality Theory is that, for processes such as cluster reduction, if MAX outranks UNIFORMITY, candidates displaying coalescence are preferred to those displaying true deletion. It is thus incumbent on the analyst to identify the constraints that select appropriate coalescence candidates, even for apparent deletion cases. I show how Lamontagne and Rice's (1995) account of the D-effect in Navajo must be modified to ensure the correct outcome in a language where both coalescence and apparent deletion are repairs to cluster constraint violations. If, for other reasons, it is necessary that UNIFORMITY outrank MAX, the admission of MAX(Feature) constraints becomes unavoidable. An analysis of certain cluster reduction phenomena in Ibiza Catalan shows how complex coda constraints, perceptual markedness constraints for clusters, Paradigm Uniformity, and featural faithfulness interact to derive a pattern of contextual variation. The paper includes a review of Correspondence Theory focusing on its effects in cluster reduction.
Introduction
Consonant cluster reduction, illustrated with an English example in (1), is one of several types of process by which the number of output segments deviates from the number of input segments. A parallel process involving vowels is «apocope», as in French l'état [leta] 'the state' /lə/ 'the' + /eta/ 'state' * [ləeta] .
(1) Base form Within Optimality Theory, it is Correspondence Theory which deals in general terms with deviations from faithfulness (McCarthy and Prince 1999, a revised and reduced version of McCarthy and Prince 1995; McCarthy 1995) , and in Correspondence Theory several types of constraints have been formulated that penalize different varieties of unfaithfulness. In the case of processes involving deviation from faithfulness in the number of segments, phonologists have generally spoken of cluster reduction and apocope in terms of «deletion», or violation of MAX, and of epenthesis in terms of «insertion», or violation of DEP. It is the argument of this paper that exclusive reliance on MAX in dealing with cluster reduction works only if coalescence candidates are ignored, which, granted that GEN supplies such candidates, they should not be. For any grammar where, in some circumstances, coalescence candidates must win, it is necessary for the phonologist to show why, in a particular case, a deletion candidate is superior to an alternative coalescence candidate. What looks like deletion cannot be assumed to be simply the consequence of some markedness constraint outranking MAX. Candidates violating MAX have to be shown to be better than alternatives that lack the MAX violation.
Some examples of alternative candidates for cluster reduction in hands are presented in (3).
To put it another way, cluster reduction illustrates not simply the ranking of Markedness above MAX; it must involve some explicit ranking of Markedness, MAX and UNIFORMITY, UNIFORMITY being the constraint that penalizes coalescence. This point appears to have been overlooked by phonologists who have treated cluster reduction in the light of Correspondence Theory, starting with Lamontagne and Rice (1995) . 2 Cluster reduction in Catalan, the focus of section 4 of this paper, has been treated by Jiménez (1999) , Dols (2000) and Pons (2004) . All of these authors cite McCarthy and Prince (1995) , and Jiménez in particular (225-240) has winning coalescence candidates in consonant cluster contexts, such as pots comprar [ pɔË ts.kom.oe pɾaɾ] 'you can buy'. In her extensive survey of consonant cluster reduction and epenthesis, Côté (2001: 163) too ignores the role of coalescence or breaking candidates (and of the constraints they violate):
The markedness constraints against non-prevocalic consonants interact with faithfulness constraints to yield the attested patterns. Since I deal here only with epenthesis and deletion, I use the following two basic constraints [...] a. MAX Do not delete b. DEP Do not epenthesize.
The problem involved in ignoring coalescence candidates provided by GEN can be illustrated in Lamontagne and Rice's (1995) account of some consonantal cluster reduction phenomena in Navajo prefixal inflection known as the «D-effect». 3 The D-effect involves both deletion (4a) and coalescence (4b) In the structure illustrated in (4) codas are avoided (by NOCODA). Before a stem beginning with a stop the element /d/ is «deleted» (4a); in the case where a stem begins with a fricative (4b), the input sequence of /d/ + C is realized as a «coa-lesced» stop with the laryngeal stricture of /d/ and the place of articulation of the stem-initial consonant /x/, namely [ ]. Lamontagne and Rice offer tableaux of the forms in (5) and (6) for the two processes respectively.
(5) (6) On the basis of these tableaux Lamontagne and Rice conclude (1995: 218) The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2 I review Correspondence Theory focusing especially on how correspondence constraints treat cluster reduction. In section 3 I show how Lamontagne and Rice's account of Navajo can and must be elaborated to express the desired result. In section 4 I investigate a sample of consonant cluster reduction in Catalan, exploring further the contributions of deletion and coalescence, and their interaction with particular types of perceptual markedness and with morphological analogy. Section 5 introduces some broader consequences of the issues raised in the body of the paper.
Correspondence Theory reviewed
In this section I review Correspondence Theory highlighting issues of multiple correspondence. I also draw attention to some other interactions between the types of constraint that compose Correspondence Theory. In the discussion which follows I refer to «input» and «output» generally, whatever the specific basis of correspondence. In the notation convention of McCarthy and Prince, S 1 denotes input in this general sense, while S 2 denotes output. The definitions of correspondence constraints (7)-(16) are those of McCarthy and Prince (1999: 293-296 ).
(7) MAX [MAXIMALITY] Every element of S 1 has a correspondent in S 2 . Domain (ℜ) = S 1 .
MAX penalizes segment deletion in any position. «Element» in the constraint definition conventionally means «segment», though moras have also been protected in this way. (In principle, if MAX is applicable to moras, one should expect it to be applicable to other elements of the prosodic hierarchy, syllable, foot, and so on.) The loss of features carried by a deleted segment is not specifically penalized by MAX. For this reason some phonologists make use of a MAX(Feature) constraint type, for individual features, so that the absence of a specific input feature in any correspondent in the output is penalized (for example, Lombardi 2001: 21, expanding suggestions made in McCarthy and Prince 1995: 71, and discussed slightly more fully in McCarthy 1995: 50-52).
(8) DEP [DEPENDENCE] Every element of S 2 has a correspondent in S 1 . Range (ℜ) = S 2 .
DEP penalizes insertion in any position, conventionally of segments, but in principle, by analogy with the interpretation of MAX, also of prosodic elements such as mora. DEP(Feature) seems not to be used, doubtless because the effect is more perspicuously achieved by markedness constraints, in Input-Output correspondence, at least. DEP(Feature) constraints are likely to have a significant role in Output-Output correspondence.
MAX and DEP are the most general constraints of a family whose other members, namely CONTIGUITY, ANCHOR, and ADJACENCY (see below), penalize deletion or insertion in specific segmental string patterns. Of these, ANCHOR and ADJACENCY have effects beyond penalizing deletion and insertion, whereas CONTIGUITY is simply a positionally restricted version of MAX/DEP. If there are MAX and DEP constraints for phonetic features, it follows that CONTIGUITY(Feature), ANCHOR(Feature), and ADJACENCY(Feature) will also be appropriate. It is IDENT(F) that requires feature matching in correspondent segments; however, IDENT(F) is not violated in segments that lack a correspondent. So features of deleted segments are lost without penalty by IDENT(F), and insertion can introduce features not present in the input without violation of IDENT(F). In cases of coalescence or breaking (= splitting), IDENT(F) is typically violated, for some feature or features, except where coalescence and breaking consist of degemination and gemination respectively. McCarthy and Prince (1995: 71) , initiating a discussion of MAX(F) and DEP(F), ponder whether IDENT(F) may actually be replaceable by constraints of the MAX and DEP types. The portion of S 1 standing in correspondence forms a contiguous string. Domain (ℜ) is a single contiguous string in S 1 .
I-CONTIGUITY penalizes syncope. In cases of syncope (see Appendix) a segment internal to S 1 lacks a correspondent in the output. Thus in a 1 b 2 c 3 → a′ 1 c′ 3 the portion of S 1 that stands in correspondence consists of a 1 and c 3 , which are not contiguous. Deletion at an edge is not penalized; thus in apocope, for example a 1 b 2 c 3 → a′ 1 b′ 2 , the portion of S 1 that stands in correspondence is the contiguous a 1 b 2 . Notice that I-CONTIGUITY does not require that what is contiguous in the input be contiguous in the output: I-CONTIGUITY does not penalize (internal) epenthesis -that is the role of O-CONTIGUITY-nor does it penalize coalescence. Thus the realization a 1 b 2 c 3 → a′ 1 c′ 2,3 , where c′ 2,3 in the output corresponds to the sequence of segments b 2 c 3 in the input, does not involve an I-CONTIGUITY violation, even though a′ 1 is contiguous with c′ 3 in the output, while their correspondents in the input are separated by b 2 .
(11) O-CONTIGUITY ("No intrusion") The portion of S 2 standing in correspondence forms a contiguous string.
Range (ℜ) is a single contiguous string in S 2 .
O-CONTIGUITY penalizes epenthesis in the strict sense, that is, non-edge insertion of segments. Thus abc → a′xb′c′ incurs an O-CONTIGUITY violation, while abc → a′b′c′x does not. Like I-CONTIGUITY, O-CONTIGUITY does not penalize coalescence or breaking.
The constraint sometimes simply named CONTIGUITY is an abbreviation for the constraint conjunction I-CONTIGUITY & O-CONTIGUITY, or refers to either or both of I-CONTIGUITY and O-CONTIGUITY, as may be relevant. CONTIGUITY does not inherently penalize metathesis provided that the corresponding portions of S 1 and S 2 form contiguous strings, as is the case in abc → b′a′c′. However, it is not entirely clear how one is intended to identify the "portions of S 1 /S 2 standing in correspondence". The portions standing in correspondence are usually taken to be whole morphemes (Kager 1999: 251) , but not morpheme strings. Strictly, then, the CONTIGUITY constraints, like ADJACENCY (see below) need to have specified a morphological or prosodic domain. Thus, a sequence of two morphemes such as English hands /h 1 a 2 n 3 d 4 +z 5 /, realized [h 1 a 2 n 3 z 5 ], is not interpreted as involving an I-CONTIGUITY violation, but rather (beyond the general MAX violation) as involving a violation of RIGHT-ANCHOR at the edge of a Stem morpheme. Conceptually, ANCHOR constraints reflect the stronger faithfulness requirements of constituent edges; in this respect, they are part of a Positional Faithfulness approach (Beckman 1998) . In the definition of ANCHOR, X stands for a prosodic category, like Foot, Syllable, or Phonological Word, or for a morphological category, such as Root, Stem, or Affix. McCarthy and Prince (1999: 295) intend that ANCHOR constraints should subsume Generalized Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993) . The same point is made by McCarthy (2003: 89) who introduces a D-ANCHOR constraint specifically regulating the concatenation of morphemes that I do not consider further here. 4 (13) LINEARITY ("No metathesis") S 1 is consistent with the precedence structure of S 2 and vice versa. Let x, y ∈ S 1 and x′, y′ ∈ S 2 . If xℜx′ and yℜy′ then x < y iff ¬ (y′ < x′)
The LINEARITY constraint penalizes all metathesis of corresponding segments, though not coalescence or breaking. That is to say, for example, if a precedes b in the input, it does not matter if a′ coalesces with b′ in the output (so a′ ceases to precede b′); it is only when precedence is reversed so b′ precedes a′ in the output that a penalty is incurred.
None of the constraints so far listed (7)- (13) penalizes multiple correspondence, that is, where one segment in the output corresponds to more than one segment in the input (coalescence), or vice versa (breaking). UNIFORMITY and INTEGRITY are the constraints that address such cases.
No element of S 2 has multiple correspondents in S 1 . For x, y ∈ S 1 and z ∈ S 2 , if xℜz and yℜz then x = y.
UNIFORMITY penalizes segmental coalescence, also referred to as fusion (for example, in Pater 1999 It may be that a constraint LINEARITY(F) is required, to penalize reversal in the order of features separately from the segments they appear in. 5 Is UNIFORMITY evaluated categorically or gradiently? In practice it is evaluated categorically -and this is what follows from the literal interpretation of the definition; so coalescence of three segments into one (a 1 b 2 c 3 → x′ 1,2,3 ) is not more penalized than coalescence of two segments (a 1 b 2 c 3 → x′ 1,2 c 3 ). No element of S 1 has multiple correspondents in S 2 . For x ∈ S 1 and w, z ∈ S 2 , if xℜw and xℜz, then w = z.
INTEGRITY is the matching constraint to UNIFORMITY, penalizing what McCarthy and Prince (1999) label «breaking» (a term applied to the diphthongization of vowels in the history of Old English, for example), though «splitting» might be a conceptually more neutral term -or indeed «scission», if we seek to match the Greco-Latin derivation of the remainder of the body of terms for both correspondence deviations (see Appendix) and correspondence constraints.
The addition of another pair of correspondence constraints with the general label ADJACENCY is proposed by Carpenter (2002) . ADJACENCY constraints are similar to CONTIGUITY constraints in that they penalize syncope or epenthesis. However, ADJACENCY also blocks coalescence. Within a specified domain, such as a syllable, ADJACENCY permits some cases of metathesis (a 1 b 2 → b′ 2 a′ 1 ), including metathesis around a pivot (a 1 b 2 c 3 → c′ 3 b′ 2 a′ 1 ).
(16) I-ADJACENCY (DOMAIN) (Carpenter 2002) If x is adjacent to y in the input, and x and y ∈ Domain, then x′ must be adjacent to y′ in the output. Let x, y ∈ S 1 and x′, y′ ∈ S 2 . If xℜx′ and yℜy′, and x is adjacent to y then x′ is adjacent to y′.
(17) O-ADJACENCY (DOMAIN) (Carpenter 2002 ) If x is adjacent to y in the output, and x and y ∈ Domain, then x′ must be adjacent to y′ in the input. Let x, y ∈ S 2 and x′, y′ ∈ S 1 . If xℜx′ and yℜy′, and x is adjacent to y then x′ is adjacent to y′.
In the Appendix I establish a taxonomy of segmental deviations from utterly faithful one-to-one correspondence, using largely the traditional terminology for phonetic «figures of speech». This is set out in a table showing which deviations are penalized by which constraints.
Trying again with deletion and coalescence in Navajo
Lamontagne and Rice's (1995) account of the Navajo D-effect requires a coalescence candidate to win in examples like /na+ii+d 1 +x 2 aa / → [nei. 1,2 aa ] 'we look around', while, for stop-initial roots, the winning candidate looks like a case of deletion: /ʔi+ii+d 1 +k 2 ááh/ → [ʔii.k 2 ááh] 'we make a sand painting'. But the constraint ranking they offer, NOCODA » MAX » UNIFORMITY, actually entails that in the latter case the deletion candidate falls to some coalescence candidate, such as [ʔii.k 1,2 ááh]. Now, if the only coalescence candidate conceivable were precisely [ʔii.k 1,2 ááh], which is identical in pronunciation to Lamontagne and Rice's preferred winner, the whole matter would be of little consequence. But as soon as it is accepted that some coalescence candidate can win, it is up to the analyst to demonstrate why it is this coalescence candidate that wins rather than some other, such as *[ʔii. 1,2 ááh]. Following up Lamontagne and Rice's suggestions about featural alignment for the coalescence case, some appropriate feature Positional Faithfulness constraints can be proposed. The first is IDENTPA/RootInitial: "Correspondent consonant segments that are root-initial have the same Place of Articulation features". In tableau (18) IDENTPA/RootInitial rules out coalescence candidates for /ʔi+ii+d+kááh/ which lack a root-initial velar, such as (18e). The second Positional Faithfulness con-straint to be proposed is IDENTAsp/Stop/RootInitial, informally: "Correspondent obstruent stop segments that are root-initial have the same aspiration feature". («Aspiration» here is a cover term standing in for whatever feature or features expresses the phonological distinction appropriate in Navajo.) These two constraints ensure that candidate (18c) beats plausible alternatives such as (18d) that also retain features of the input segments involved, /d/ and /k/. Since the winning candidate displays no violation of MAX, unlike in (5), there is no longer evidence for ranking of MAX with respect to NOCODA. (18) The role of the other two new constraints in (18), IDENT[-cont] and IDENTAsp/Stop becomes clearer when we consider the coalescence winner in tableau (19) for /na+ii+d 1 +x 2 aa /. In (19) IDENT[-cont] prefers a stop output (19f, g, j, k) when a stop and a continuant coalesce. 6 Finally IDENTAsp/Stop requires that any obstruent stop which has an obstruent stop correspondent have the same aspiration feature. Together with IDENTPA/RootInitial, these constraints ensure that the coalescence output of a stop followed by a root-initial fricative matches the stop and aspiration features of the former, and the place features of the latter. I assume, as Lamontagne and Rice do, that high-ranking markedness constraints rule out complex segments with more than one place feature. We also need to rule out an output with a voiced velar affricate *[nei. γ 1,2 aa ] without ruling out the affricates Lamontagne and Rice tell us that Navajo does have, namely: [t s, d z, t s']. Conceivably this effect follows from markedness constraints against non-coronal affricates that outrank markedness constraints against all affricates. I pursue this question no further here. (18)- (19), must outrank UNIFORMITY; specifically, here, MAXAsp/Stop which, in the case of an input obstruent stop, penalizes an output lacking a correspondent aspiration feature on a corresponding stop. In this version where true deletion is favoured it is no longer possible to rely on IDENT(Feature) constraints which are not violated when the segment that manifests the feature has no correspondent. The positional MAX(Feature) constraint LANCHORPA/Root: "An input segment at the left edge of a root must have an output correspondent with the same Place of Articulation features" takes on the role that IDENTPA/RootInitial took in (18)-(19). The role of these constraints is illustrated in tableau (20); acceptable winners are any of (20e, f, g). I leave in the tableau the constraint IDENTPA/RootInitial, and include also IDENTPA (inherently ranked below it, by Panini's principle) to show that, in the absence of the constraint LANCHORPA/Root when UNIFORMITY outranks MAX, the winner would be incorrectly (20n) 
It seems, then, that when we acknowledge that GEN freely supplies coalescence, the constraint ranking UNIFORMITY » MAX(Segment) will require the granting of full rights to constraints of the MAX(Feature) family. 7
Cluster reduction in Catalan: a sample case
Consonant cluster reduction in Catalan displays some important similarities with the Navajo example reviewed in the previous section, while introducing some additional complexities. These include the greater susceptibility of certain homorganic clusters to reduction than of heterorganic clusters, sandhi variation in reduction effects, and morphological or «paradigm uniformity» effects. In the account which follows I adopt a conservative position with regard to MAX(Feature) constraints mentioned at the end of the previous section. With MAX(Segment) ranking above UNIFORMITY (see below (25)), MAX(Feature) constraints are not demonstrated to be active. The fact that GEN obliges us to account for coalescence candidates does not in itself require MAX(Feature) constraints.
Consider the forms in (22) from the variety of Catalan spoken in Ibiza (data largely from Pons 2004: 353-422) . Forms in bold display apparent deletion; forms in shaded cells display apparent coalescence. Forms in the remaining cells are faithful (apart from coda voicing neutralization which is not relevant to cluster reduction). In examples such as those in (22) the stem-final clusters always appear nonreduced before vowel-initial suffixes. Thus we find pontet [pun.oe tət] 'bridge.DIM'; molta [oe mol.tə] 'much.FEM'. In these pre-vocalic contexts, of course, the cluster is divided between syllables. In (22a) and (22b) where the stem-final cluster is homorganic and both members are [-continuant], the cluster is, in fact, reduced in all cases except when a vowel-initial morpheme follows in the same word. In the (22c) type the members of the cluster ([ɾk]) differ in both place and continuancy. Reduction takes place before consonant-initial words, and also before plural /+z/ before a vowel-initial word, though not before /+z/ in the plural utterance-final (citation) form. Type (22d) has a cluster ([ɾd]) whose members differ in continuancy but not in place; the outcome is broadly similar to the (22c) example, but here there is the opportunity to coalesce an obstruent stop and a homorganic fricative (/+z/) into an affricate. Coalescence is preferred to reduction, but only in utterancefinal position, not elsewhere. Example (22e) shows that coalescence of /t/ or /d/ with /s/ or /z/ is a general pattern which is not restricted to words with stem-final clusters or to utterance-final forms. Finally, (22f) shows a cluster that remains faithful to the input across environments; the members differ in continuancy but not in place. The overall pattern of cluster reduction in Ibiza is similar to the pattern found in the Catalan of Catalonia, except that in Catalonia in type (22d) an affricate is not found, so the plural of vert 'green' is [oe bεrs] ([oe bεr.z] before a vowel-initial word), and, in more «advanced» varieties, vert is realized with cluster reduction [oe bεr] in the singular also. I give no further consideration here to the realization of clusters before vowel-initial words; see Wheeler (2005: chapter 7) for an account of the realization of clusters in these contexts.
Cluster reduction in most contexts in words of the (22a) and (22b) In the following tableaux I select examples that demonstrate which constraints are active in Catalan cluster reduction, and their ranking relative to one another. Tableau (26a) takes the citation form of verd 'green' to demonstrate that faithfulness to manner of articulation (IDENTManner), in fact, outranks C*C¬ContrPA; the winner (26a.iv) has a homorganic coda cluster. By contrast, in (26b), in pre-consonantal position within a phrase, the complex pre-consonant coda constraint *CC] σ C comes into play, preferring a reduced candidate to a faithful one. By IDENTRhotic the candidate (26b.i) that preserves the rhotic wins over the alternative that preserves the stop. And the implied ranking IDENTRhotic » IDENTObstruent along with other constraints that favour sonorant codas, reflects the Syllable Contact Law -also an aspect of perceptual salience-by which the best pre-consonantal codas are sonorants, and the best onsets are obstruent stops. More precisely, there is an inherent ranking deriving from syllable-structure markedness IDENTCodaRhotic » IDENTRhotic, IDENTCodaObstruent. As mentioned previously, in the advanced variety of Catalan of Catalonia, for verd 'green', reduced [oe bεr] is preferred to faithful [oe bεrt]. This outcome follows from C*C¬ContrPA being promoted above IDENTManner. 
Concluding observations
One aspect of the current conception of Optimality Theory is that the GEN component may supply candidates that are pronounced identically but that differ either in prosodic organization (syllable-and foot-structure, and so on) or in correspondence relations. 10 Here I have drawn attention to the latter type of alternatives differing in correspondence, and have attempted to demonstrate that a coherent account of phonological patterns cannot simply ignore the alternatives not favoured by the analyst. Is the theory too rich, in allowing such a plethora of candidates? Probably not, in that there are good reasons why both true deletion and coalescence have been identified as effective «repairs» to violations of well-founded complexity constraints. Though I have not investigated the issue in this paper, the same logic requires that GEN freely offers «breaking» candidates, that is, those with an INTEGRITY violation. Thus, in a language where breaking candidates can sometimes win -for example, when gemination of vowels or consonants is a means of satisfying the Stress-to-Weight principle-it is up to the analyst to demonstrate what constraints outrank INTEGRITY so as to prevent breaking candidates from winning across the board. In my attempt to fix up Lamontagne and Rice's account of the D-effect in Navajo in the light of these observations, I observed that the version of the account where UNIFORMITY outranks MAX, allowing a true deletion candidate to win in some circumstances, also requires invoking constraints of the MAX(Feature) type. While MAX(Feature) constraints are not shown to be necessary in the account I offer here of cluster reduction in Ibiza Catalan, where MAX(Segment) ranks high and many coalescence candidates win, they are generally likely to be appropriate in languages where MAX(Segment) ranks lower. And in fact the account of cluster reduction in Majorcan Catalan in Wheeler (2005: chapter 7) where MAX(Segment) ranks much lower than in the Ibiza variety, though still above UNIFORMITY, does have recourse to MAX(Feature) constraints. I believe the necessary approach to cluster reduction in general adds weight to the case not yet 
